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 Abstract  

Nanotechnology has begun to be used to solve or at least mitigate environmental pollution 

problems, and in turn has provided a great opportunity to develop some strategies to 

protect the environment from pollution. Nanotechnology enables having the possibility to 

increase the efficiency of energy consumption, produce clean energy sources, solve the 

problem of water and air pollution and other environmental problems by developing new 

ways to provide and treat drinking water and discover air pollution. This stimulated the 

United Nations to pay attention to it and to monitor a plan to benefit from its applications 

in various fields. This paper reviews the impacts of nanotechnology on such 

environmental issues.   

1. Introduction 

The manufacture of microscopes and their development is taken into consideration in 

1930. During the last few years, several potentials appeared that science could add to 

what is called Nanotechnology. This technology produced a huge item in all scientific 

and geometric fields, so engineers first were able to produce smaller devices, stronger 

and more efficient. The application of such devices was in electronic, computational and 

informative fields, as well as medical, agricultural, environmental and military fields 

[1,2]. The existence of nanocompositions dates back to the earth age and the beginning 

of life in the biological systems in human body which manufacture some small devices 

that is similar to the size of nano. These devices can interact inside the cell and perform 

different functions, like analysing the ingredients of the cell or delivering materials to it 

or ruin it when it becomes harmful [3].  
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1.1. The basics and characteristics of nanotechnology  

The idea of “technology” emerged from the Latin word “Nano”, which means 

“dwarf”. There are a lot of terms that is used in nanotechnology related to nanoscience, 

which is the science interested in studying the basic principles and the composition 

features of materials in measuring nano. Thus, the word “Nano” is utilised for the most 

accurate unit of length measurement, which is equal to 10
-9

 nm.  

All materials contain compact atoms in a certain arrangement, for example as a 

comparison between diamond and graphite, both are composed of carbon. In graphite, 

there is one carbon atom arranged in compact hexagonal shapes in parallel plates, while 

in diamond, the carbon atoms are arranged in octahedral crystal shape. Each one has its 

own features and use [1, 4, 5].  

The nanoparticles are defined as atomic or partial aggregation amounts to million 

atoms connected to each other in a spherical shape, its radius is less than (100 Nano). 

The nanoparticle that its radius is (1nm) contains almost (25) atoms most of them are 

found on the surface of the particle [1,6,7]. The term “Nanocompositions” are used to 

express the result of adding nanoparticles to ordinary materials to create new materials 

ionized to make a great improvement in the quality of those materials, for example, 

carbon nanotubes that have a feature called “Electron Tunnelling”. Adding carbon 

nanotubes lead to changing the connective, electrical, and thermic properties of 

nanocompositions, where they are characterised to be non-corrosive and incombustible 

in ordinary circumstances, as well as the ability of adding them to plastic to make it a 

conductor [1,8,9].  

Carbon nanotubes have been used as miniature wires to connect the separate 

components in computers. These tubes are characterized by extreme strength and 

durability, so adding them in small percentages to significantly improve the properties of 

fibres and other materials, and there are other applications [10].  

1.2. Nanotechnology and environment study  

Nanoparticles have begun to find their way into the environment around us as a 

result of the unlimited use of the nanotechnology products and nanomaterials, and that is 

why the sources of nanoparticles, their behaviour, and effects on the environment have 

been mentioned, as well as various technologies for assessing the spread, fate and 

behaviour of nanomaterials, in diverse environments in addition to the potential risks for 

particles and nanoparticles.  
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2. Analysis of Nanomaterials in Environmental Measurements  

The changes in the properties resulting from the changes in the measurement of 

particles are called (Size Effect) and the reason is due to the change in the bonding of the 

atoms and molecules that make up those particles. Also, the atoms and molecules on the 

surface are very active which facilitate the association with other materials, and changes 

happen in the physical properties such as the degree of their text, qualitative properties 

such as a dielectric constant, changes in reactivity (activation energy), solubility and all 

properties related to mass, heat transfer, change in reaction rate and others [9].  

The study of the behaviour of nanoparticles and their harmful impact on the 

environment via analysing nanoparticles in various media after determining the 

composition and concentration. The use of nanoparticles separation technology is linked 

to an automated measurement technique to obtain a quantitative analysis, with high 

sensitivity [11]. The most important analyses and techniques used to identify materials 

and particles in diverse environments are:  

2.1. Qualitative analysis for nanoparticles  

a. Using optical spectroscopy technology: Several optical techniques have been 

used in the qualitative analysis of particles and nanomaterials, the most important of 

which is Raman spectroscopy which is regarded an appropriate technique to determine 

the structural properties of nanoparticles and X-ray spectroscopy, that gives information 

about the crystal structure of the surface layers and coated layers of nanoparticles, and 

surface nuclear magnatic field (NMR) spectroscopy was utilised to determine the three-

dimensional structure of the samples. Several optical techniques were combined and 

linked together, to identify carbon nanotubes in surface waters [26].  

b. Several microscopes have been used to identify nanoparticles as well as moving 

and imaging them, and others, like: optical electron microscopes, including the scanning 

tunnelling microscope, the atomic force microscope, and the screening electron 

microscope [1,2].  

2.2. Quantitative analysis for nanoparticles  

Spreading nanoparticles in the environment is affected by different factors, such as 

oxidants, light and microbes. These effects cause chemical and physical transformations 

and dissolutions on the surface of functional groups that are associated with 
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nanoparticles. The introduction of materials from the medium that are linked to the 

functional groups during these chemical transformations may cause the release of 

nanoparticles into the surrounding environment [12].  

Some obstacles and challenges that may face quantitative analysis for nanoparticles 

are the process of taking samples and preparing them for analysis because they cause a 

change in the diffusion state of nanoparticles. The use of materials that helps spreading 

(surfactants) or the use of centrifuge to separate the nano-clusters. Using a device 

emitting vibrations helps to release the required nanoparticles. To add the ways of 

hydrodynamic chromatography and the separation of flow field and capillary 

electrophoresis in gel filtration which separate particles measuring from 100 nm, which 

have been linked with a number of measurement techniques to soften nanoparticles. The 

most important standard techniques used are the mass scale, light scattering meter, the 

voltmeter, and the multi-angle laser photometer, by which it is possible to measure the 

properties of gold nanoparticles [13] and single-walled carbon tubes [14].  

The presence of natural nanoparticles and organic materials in the sample leads to 

the difficulty of conducting the quantitative analysis, as well as the possibility of 

absorbing organic and inorganic nanoparticles on the wall of the sample vessels. The 

analysis of nanoparticles in the soil is a difficult process due to the presence of large 

quantities of natural particles of similar size to the nanoparticles that is to be analyzed. 

Nanoparticles containing a high percentage of transition metals with active surfaces can 

bind to others and thus, change their ability to harm or damage living cells [15].  

3. Sources of nanoparticles in the environment  

3.1. The atmosphere  

Nanoparticles are important media to transfer different molecules from gaseous 

phase to the formation of aerosols (air barrier), which later turns into suspended droplets 

in the air [16]. The natural sources of nanoparticles in the atmosphere include volcanic 

eruptions, physical and chemical erosion of rocks, aeration of hydrothermal systems, 

forest fires and others. Nuclear radiation can be a medium for the spreading of inorganic 

nanoparticles into the atmosphere [17].  

3.2. Soil  

The typical example of nanomaterials found in soil is hydrated iron (Ferringdract) 
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which is found everywhere in the soil [18]. Most of nanoparticles found in the soil are 

represented by the nano-metallic materials (such as manganese, iron and their oxides and 

hydroxides), in addition to natural organic materials and microbial clusters [19].  

3.3. The aquatic environment  

The small size of nanoparticles and their wide surface area make them significant in 

linking the organic and inorganic phases of pollutants where nanoparticles diffuse in the 

aquatic environment naturally in the form of several colloidal sites (such as clusters of 

metal sulfides resulting from hydrothermal systems and manganese oxides and hydrated 

iron). A study conducted in Germany and Sweden showed the ability of lead 

nanoparticles in water or soil to bind the colloidal iron oxides, which works to transfer 

and diffuse them with high efficiency. Studies are being conducted to find out the 

influence caused by some factors such as pH and ionic strength on clusters in nano-scale 

measurements [20]. Also, numerical studies are currently conducted to understand the 

physicochemical properties and their influence on their movement and toxicity in the 

healthy aquatic environment. The researches indicated the capacity of free nanoparticles 

to aggregate and absorb, which makes their movement and diffusion slow. The bonding 

and stability of nanoparticles (organic and inorganic) with organic materials, including 

pollutants , has a strong relation to its toxic impact in the aquatic environment. The 

possibility of nanoparticles accumulating with it to escape from filter holes or leaking 

factors [22,23].  

The essential sources of the diffused nanoparticles in the environment can be listed 

in the following table [25,26]:  

Table 1: The essential sources of nanoparticles. 

Source Source of natural 

origin 

Source  of  artificial 

origin 

Engineered-

designed 

nanoparticles 

Air Volcanic eruption Burning processes Following 

nanotechnology 

process 

 Hot water nozzle 

system 

Industrial emissions      
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 Vital processes   

 The disintegration 

and dissolution 

resulting from an 

effect of  the 

strategy on aquatic 

systems. 

  

 Nuclear processes   

Soil The nanominerals, 

(e.g.: iron hydrate) 

Atmospheric 

deposition 

Diffusion of 

scattering 

nanoparticles during 

manufacturing and 

use 

 Accumulation of 

natural organic 

materials 

Absorption and 

transmission of 

aquatic systems 

 

 Vital sources (e.g. 

urinate) 

  

Water Metal sulphide 

nanoparticles 

Atmospheric 

deposition 

Diffusion of 

scattering 

nanoparticles during 

manufacturing and 

use 

 hydrated Iron   

 Manganese oxide   

In the table above, the main sources of diffused materials in the environment have 

been listed besides the behaviour of nanoparticles in the environment. It shows the 

diffusion of nanoparticles in the air, soil, and water environment in a natural or unnatural 

sources that contain waste processes and burning processes, in addition to diverse 

processes for the production of nanoparticles [25,26].  
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4. Applications of Nanotechnology in the Environment  

Nanotechnology has been used to solve or at least reduce environmental, in which it 

provides new technical ways to solve environmental problems and as new methods have 

provided to treat drinking water. The progress happened in this technology motivates 

United Nations (UN) to pay attention to it and put a plan to benefit from its applications 

in different fields, as it provided great opportunities to develop some strategies to protect 

the environment from pollution and produce clean energy sources and increase their 

efficiency. It can also increase the industrial production enormously with low costs in 

medical, agriculture, food, space, military, and the environment [27,28]. These fields 

contributed to this technology, methods and nanotechnology [29,1]  

4.1. Air pollution detection  

Nanotechnology has provided particles with a very high sensitivity called (nano 

stereos). The idea depends on making nanoparticles to use palladium nanoparticles, zinc 

oxide nanowires, or carbon nanotubes, which causes a change in the electrical resistance 

and capacitance of these particles as a result of a change in electrical properties when 

they absorb gas particles pollutant. The pollution of air with toxic gases and elements 

that are invisible and imperceptible is one of the most dangerous kinds of pollution, and 

these particles can detect any pollution in the air meticulously that reaches the point of 

detecting a few particles of polluting vapours or gases [29,30].  

4.2. Water processing techniques  

The traditional treatment methods of drinking water and techniques that contain 

chemical processing, UV processing, and water desalination have been developed 

besides other ways by using nanotechnology, which helped raising the efficiency of 

those techniques and providing safe drinking water by reducing pollution. 

Nanotechnology was used to treat drinking water, sewage, and groundwater, which can 

be achieved in three mechanisms as the following [29]:  

a. Electrochemical oxidation: This mechanism is specific to the material that is to 

be oxidized. The oxidation process extends on the surface of the carbon nanotubes at a 

certain voltage [1].  

 b. Nano-filtration: Nano aluminium silicate filters were employed to remove 

impurities and microbes from water without the need to use filters for dirt or chemical 
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disinfectants. Nanotechnology helped generating very small holes reaching (1 nm), 

which can block organic materials (e.g. pesticide particles) and allow only water 

particles to pass through them. Filtration process can be carried out via using several 

membranes arranged in layers, where each layer works to achieve a certain kind of 

pollutant material found in the water. Work is currently in progress on marketing nano-

filtres that give rapid water technique whereby a person can drink pure filtered water 

directly in varied sources such as groundwater or stagnant water, and thus, a membrane 

is created from the ferrous oxide known as (Ferroxane), which is employed to remove 

pollutants and organic waste. Also, carbon nanotubes and nanopores of aluminium oxide 

that can change its thickness, pore size, and permeability have been generated to block 

and prevent plankton, harmful substances, parasites and viruses to pass in fresh water 

sources such as lakes and rivers [30].  

4.3. Photocatalysis (Photo-analysis)  

The photocatalysis way contains using photoactive material, like titanium dioxide 

nanoparticles (TiO2) which is a pellucid substance that shows superior effectiveness in 

eliminating chlorine-resistant bacteria (Clostridium perfringens) and depends on using 

laboratory nanomaterials for water processing more than using catalysts because 

nanomaterials are characterised to have surface pores to mix with the reactants. These 

reactions are activated by sunlight to damage colorants and sensory objects. The 

photocatalytic way is used from the existence of nanoparticles of titanium dioxide (TiO2) 

to purify the air. Buildings have been coated with a layer of pellucid titanium dioxide, 

which absorb sunlight and interact with nitrogen oxides which pollutes air, creating nitric 

acid, which is washed with rain water. The photocatalytic process is an economical 

process, which does not generate by-products, where any person can put impure water in 

bottles and water can be purified as soon as exposed to the sun [29, 2].  

In spite of the positive aspects that nanotechnology may bear in terms of 

development and facilitating life, it is given to the broad progresses of the technology, in 

which machines and devices of this technology replace human being at work as they 

work faster and with extreme accuracy.  

But also it must be mentioned that nanoparticles are very small that it can penetrate 

the immune system in human body and can pass through the membranes of skin and 

lungs’ cells. And what causes more worry is the ability of these particles to cross the 

blood-brain barrier. And what it leaves with pathological effects. The results of the study 
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that are conducted clarify that the natural defence mechanisms of the human body treat 

nanoparticles like microorganisms. These particles can join each other to form large-

bodied fibres that white blood cells (Macrophages) cannot swallow. In addition, 

nanoparticles containing a high percentage of transition metals with active surfaces can 

connect with other particles. Thus, its ability to harm or destroy cells changes [I5].  

5. Conclusions  

Nanotechnology is defined as the science that studies the possibility of changing 

material at the nano level to produce new materials, and nano is a very small unit of 

measurement, one in a million in millimetres. This technology enters so many fields for 

the benefit of human being. But there are some difficulties in this technology such as the 

small size of particles of material, cannot be controlled, and the difficulty of controlling 

the particles of material after removing them from their place in order to direct them to 

other places, and the inability to predict the results of altering the particles, which means 

their harmful and direct effect on the environment.  

Protection from these potential risks of nanotechnology requires distinguishing the 

properties of all nanoparticles and compositions and knowing their effects on cells and 

organs of the human body. The available methods are not symmetrical with the severity 

of the dangers associated with nanoparticles, and the devices for detecting and measuring 

nanoparticles in air, soil and water are still deficient. The available ways are not in line 

with the severity of the dangers associated with nanoparticles, especially those used in 

the study of toxicities in the environment. 
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